The Fairy Reel, Cor na Síóg
A 3 x 32 bar reel for trio facing too longways progressive for as many as will.

(32) **Advance, Retire & Ring** all twice.
(8) Advance & Retire twice; take hands in a circle the 2nd time.
(8) Ring Right, Set, Ring Left, Retire into lines, setting.
(16) Repeat, but Ring Left first.

(16) **Slipsides.**
(4) Middles face person on their right, take their Right hand, and sidestep to Middle's Left across the set, while the person on the middle's Left sidesteps Right. (Dance on your own side!) Set.
(4) Repeat back to place.
(8) Repeat with other partner, other directions.

(16) **Uillinn in Uillinn.**
(8) Middles turn by Right elbows in center and back by the Left.
(8) Middles turn Right-hand partner by the Right elbow, then their Left-hand partner by the Left, and then their Right-hand partner by the Right.

(16) **Squares & Diamonds.**
Middles dance a Diamond, starting Right, while the outside people dance an Irish Square (starting on their own side as usual).

(8) **Arches.**
(2) Each middle takes both partners' nearer hand. Middle raises the Right hand and guides the Left-hand partner around and under the arch. Middle follows under the arch.
(2) Repeat, Left hand up, other partner under arch.
(2) Repeat first arch.
(2) Fall back into place.
Advance, Retire and Pass Through.
(4) Advance & Retire.
(4) Advance & Pass Through and face the next trio.

Caller's Notes for The Fairy Reel:

(32) Advance, Retire and Ring all twice.
(16) Slipsides.
(16) Uillinn in Uillinn.
(16) Squares & Diamonds.
(8) Arches.
(8) Advance, Retire and Pass Through.